
On the agenda : unexpected discoveries, meetings with artists, diverse universes and disciplines, art shopping at studio prices, events,

guided tours, and a photo contest. 

Practical information: program, artists' portfolios, and map available on our website.

Public reception point during the event: Gallery des AAB, 1 rue Francis Picabia, Paris 20th (metro: Couronnes, line 2).

Press contact: Djahane Docin-Julien, 01 73 74 27 67, aabpresse@gmail.com

Every year since 1990, the artists of Belleville open the doors to their studios,
offering four exceptional days of total immersion in the backstage of art-making. 

The studios, these intimate spaces normally hidden from view, reveal themselves
and invite you to explore freely paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints, photographs,
and ceramics... Contemporary creation, rich and diverse, becomes accessible to the
curious mind.

This is a privileged moment to perceive art differently, through immersion in the
diversity of practices and the different atmospheres of the studios, as well as
through discussions with creators about their work and artistic approaches.

Belleville and its streets will also be celebrated by various events (concerts,
performances, DJs, art workshops...), offering an opportunity to embrace the
cultural vibrancy of this iconic neighborhood.

Don’t miss this chance to dive into the heart of contemporary art in eastern Paris!

Belleville Artists’
Open Studios 

PRESS RELEASE

 4 DAYS BEHIND THE SCENES OF ART:

> 156 PARTICIPATING ARTISTS AND
COLLECTIVES

> 107 OPEN STUDIOS

> A PANORAMA OF STYLES AND
DISCIPLINES: PAINTING, DRAWING,

PHOTOGRAPHY, PRINTMAKING,
SCULPTURE, INSTALLATION,

CERAMICS, COLLAGE...

> 35,000 EXPECTED VISITORS

> A PHOTO CONTEST TO TRY TO WIN
AN ORIGINAL ARTWORK

 

An artist’s studio is their own territory, but during the Open
Studios, this mythicized space transforms into a place of
conviviality and a ground for collective interaction

35th edition:
Thursday, May 23rd, Friday, May 24th, Saturday,
May 25th, and Sunday, May 26th, 2024
from 2:00 pm to 8:00 pm


